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ABOUT DOCKER

Almost overnight, Docker has become the de facto 

standard that developers and system administrators 

use for packaging, deploying, and running distributed 

applications. It provides tools for simplifying 

DevOps by enabling developers to create templates 

called images that can be used to create lightweight 

virtual machines called containers, which include 

their applications and all of their applications’ 

dependencies. These lightweight virtual machines 

can be promoted through testing and production 

environments where sysadmins deploy and run them.

Docker makes it easier for organizations to automate 

infrastructure, isolate applications, maintain 

consistency, and improve resource utilizations.

Similar to the popular version control software Git, 

Docker has a social aspect, in that developers and 

sysadmins are able to share their images via  

Docker Hub.

Docker is an open-source solution that runs natively 

on Linux but also works on Windows and Mac using a 

lightweight Linux distribution and VirtualBox. Many 

tools have also grown up around Docker to make it 

easier to manage and orchestrate complex distributed 

applications.

DOCKER ARCHITECTURE

Docker utilizes a client-server architecture and a remote 

API to manage and create Docker containers built upon 

Linux containers. Docker containers are created from 

Docker images. The relationship between containers 

and images are analogous to the relationship between 

objects and classes in object-oriented programming.

Docker 
Images

A recipe or template for creating Docker 
containers. It includes the steps for installing and 
running the necessary software.

Docker 
Container

Like a tiny virtual machine that is created from 
the instructions found within the Docker image 
originated

Docker 
Client

Command-line utility or other tool that takes 
advantage of the Docker API (https://docs.docker.
com/reference/api/docker_remote_api) to 
communicate with a Docker daemon

Docker 
Host

A physical or virtual machine that is running a 
Docker daemon and contains cached images as 
well as runnable containers created from images
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something you know 
something you have 
something you are

Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method of computer access control in which a useris 
granted access only after successfully presenting several separate pieces of evidence to 
an authentication mechanism – typically at least two of the following categories: knowledge 
(something they know), possession (something they have), and inherence (something they 
are).[1][2]

Two-factor authentication (also known as 2FA) is a method of confirming a user's claimed 
identity by utilizing a combination of two different components. Two-factor authentication is a 
type of multi-factor authentication.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-factor_authentication#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-factor_authentication#cite_note-2


something you know



something you have



something you are



id_rsa

something you knowsomething you have



SMS



The Time-based One-Time Password algorithm (TOTP) is an algorithm that computes 
a one-time password from a shared secret keyand the current time. It has been adopted 
as Internet Engineering Task Force[1] standard RFC 6238,[1] is the cornerstone of Initiative For 
Open Authentication (OATH), and is used in a number of two-factor authentication systems.

TOTP is an example of a hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). It combines a 
secret key with the current timestamp using a cryptographic hash function to generate a one-
time password. Because network latency and out-of-sync clocks can result in the password 
recipient having to try a range of possible times to authenticate against, the timestamp typically 
increases in 30-second intervals, which thus cuts the potential search space.

The current timestamp is turned into an integer time-counter (TC) by defining the start of an epoch (T0) and counting in units of 
a time step (TS). For example:
TC = floor((unixtime(now) − unixtime(T0)) / TS),
TOTP = HOTP(SecretKey, TC),
TOTP-Value = TOTP mod 10d, where d is the desired number of digits of the one-time password.

HOTP(K,C) = Truncate(HMAC(K,C)) & 0x7FFFFFFF

• K be a secret key
• C be a counter

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-time_password
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shared_secret
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Engineering_Task_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-based_One-time_Password_Algorithm#cite_note-RFC6238-1
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6238
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-based_One-time_Password_Algorithm#cite_note-RFC6238-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initiative_For_Open_Authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initiative_For_Open_Authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-factor_authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash-based_message_authentication_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_hash_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMAC-based_One-time_Password_Algorithm#Definition
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phished 
brute forced 
steal shared secret 
resets 
session hijacking

weaknesses and vulnerabilities



Google Authenticator FreeOTP Authenticator



https://github.com/google/google-authenticator



https://github.com/google/google-authenticator-android/



https://github.com/freeotp/freeotp-ios
https://github.com/freeotp/freeotp-android





https://github.com/aerogear/aerogear-otp-java

<dependency> 
    <groupId>org.jboss.aerogear</groupId> 
    <artifactId>aerogear-otp-java</artifactId> 
    <version>1.0.0</version> 
    <scope>provided</scope> 
</dependency>



String secret = Base32.random(); 
 
Totp totp = new Totp(secret); 
String code = totp.now(); 
 
assertThat(totp.verify(code), is(true)); 
 
Thread.sleep(SECONDS_90);  
 
assertThat(totp.verify(code), is(false));
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String secret = Base32.random();

Totp totp = new Totp(secret); 
String code = totp.now();

Totp totp = new Totp(secret); 
totp.verify(code);
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String secret = Base32.random();

Totp totp = new Totp(secret); 
String code = totp.now();

Totp totp = new Totp(secret); 
totp.verify(code);

secret



otpauth://totp/javajudd%40gmail.com?secret=OIFQZJY55LWNYP2N

totp.uri("javajudd@gmail.com");



https://github.com/wstrange/GoogleAuth

<dependency> 
    <groupId>com.warrenstrange</groupId> 
    <artifactId>googleauth</artifactId> 
    <version>1.1.5</version> 
</dependency>



GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
GoogleAuthenticatorKey key = gAuth.createCredentials(); 
 
String secret = key.getKey(); 
 
int code = gAuth.getTotpPassword(secret); 
 
assertThat(gAuth.authorize(secret, code), is(true)); 
 
Thread.sleep(SECONDS_90);  
 
assertThat(gAuth.authorize(secret, code), is(false));



GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
GoogleAuthenticatorKey key = gAuth.createCredentials(); 
 
String secret = key.getKey();
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secret

GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
gAuth.authorize(secret, code);

GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
int code = gAuth.getTotpPassword(secret);



GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
GoogleAuthenticatorKey key = gAuth.createCredentials(); 
 
String url = GoogleAuthenticatorQRGenerator.getOtpAuthTotpURL( 
"CompanyName",  
"javajudd@gmail.com",  
key);

otpauth://totp/CompanyName:javajudd@gmail.com?
secret=FY46Q7TCDIW4PDKL&issuer=CompanyName&algorithm=SHA1&d
igits=6&period=30



GoogleAuthenticator gAuth = new GoogleAuthenticator(); 
GoogleAuthenticatorKey key = gAuth.createCredentials(); 
 
String url = GoogleAuthenticatorQRGenerator.getOtpAuthURL( 
"CompanyName",  
"javajudd@gmail.com",  
key);

https://chart.googleapis.com/chart?
chs=200x200&chld=M%7C0&cht=qr&chl=otpauth%3A%2F%2Ftotp%2F
CompanyName%3Ajavajudd%40gmail.com%3Fsecret%3D6LQ2JZJHH
TOJRFLS%26issuer%3DCompanyName%26algorithm%3DSHA1%26di
gits%3D6%26period%3D30



http://goqr.me/api/



https://api.qrserver.com/v1/create-qr-code/?
size=200x200&data=otpauth%3A%2F%2Ftotp%2FCompanyName%3Aj
avajudd%40gmail.com%3Fsecret%3D6LQ2JZJHHTOJRFLS%26issuer
%3DCompanyName%26algorithm%3DSHA1%26digits%3D6%26period
%3D30

https://api.qrserver.com/v1/create-qr-code/?size=200x200&<otpauth url>



public class CustomAuthenticationProvider extends DaoAuthenticationProvider { 
 
    @Autowired 
    private UserRepository userRepository;  
 
    @Override 
    public Authentication authenticate(Authentication auth) throws AuthenticationException { 
        final String verificationCode = ((CustomWebAuthenticationDetails) auth.getDetails()).getVerificationCode(); 
        final User user = userRepository.findByEmail(auth.getName()); 
        if ((user == null)) { 
            throw new BadCredentialsException("Invalid username or password");  
        } 
        
        if (user.isUsing2FA()) { 
            final Totp totp = new Totp(user.getSecret()); 
            if (!isValidLong(verificationCode) || !totp.verify(verificationCode)) { 
                throw new BadCredentialsException("Invalid verfication code");  
            } 
 
        } 
        final Authentication result = super.authenticate(auth); 
        return new UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken(user, result.getCredentials(), result.getAuthorities()); 
    } 
 
    private boolean isValidLong(String code) { 
        try {  
            Long.parseLong(code); 
        } catch (final NumberFormatException e) { 
            return false;  
        } 
        return true;  
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public boolean supports(Class<?> authentication) { 
        return authentication.equals(UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken.class); 
    } 
}
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ABOUT DOCKER

Almost overnight, Docker has become the de facto 

standard that developers and system administrators 

use for packaging, deploying, and running distributed 

applications. It provides tools for simplifying 

DevOps by enabling developers to create templates 

called images that can be used to create lightweight 

virtual machines called containers, which include 

their applications and all of their applications’ 

dependencies. These lightweight virtual machines 

can be promoted through testing and production 

environments where sysadmins deploy and run them.

Docker makes it easier for organizations to automate 

infrastructure, isolate applications, maintain 

consistency, and improve resource utilizations.

Similar to the popular version control software Git, 

Docker has a social aspect, in that developers and 

sysadmins are able to share their images via  

Docker Hub.

Docker is an open-source solution that runs natively 

on Linux but also works on Windows and Mac using a 

lightweight Linux distribution and VirtualBox. Many 

tools have also grown up around Docker to make it 

easier to manage and orchestrate complex distributed 

applications.

DOCKER ARCHITECTURE

Docker utilizes a client-server architecture and a remote 

API to manage and create Docker containers built upon 

Linux containers. Docker containers are created from 

Docker images. The relationship between containers 

and images are analogous to the relationship between 

objects and classes in object-oriented programming.

Docker 
Images

A recipe or template for creating Docker 
containers. It includes the steps for installing and 
running the necessary software.

Docker 
Container

Like a tiny virtual machine that is created from 
the instructions found within the Docker image 
originated

Docker 
Client

Command-line utility or other tool that takes 
advantage of the Docker API (https://docs.docker.
com/reference/api/docker_remote_api) to 
communicate with a Docker daemon

Docker 
Host

A physical or virtual machine that is running a 
Docker daemon and contains cached images as 
well as runnable containers created from images
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